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Vividthree is a virtual reality, visual effects
(vfx) and computer-generated imagery
studio that develops/ acquire digital
intellectual property (IP) assets to
produce virtual reality products such as
thematic tour shows.

ABOUT COMPANY

FINANCIALS AT A GLANCE

FY19 SALES BY GEOGRAPHY

SALES BY SEGMENT (S$m)

RECENT NEWS

❖ 27 May 19: Vividthree reports positive growth in
4Q2019, Train to Busan VR tour travels to China,
Xiamen

❖ 11 Feb 19: Vividthree reports 3QFY19 results

❖ 14 Nov 18: Vividthree Holdings Announces Half
Year Results

*Based on assumed market cap of S$58.5m (Share price: S$0.175)

Gross Profit and Net Profit (S$m)

YE 31 Mar S$m 2016 2017 2018 2019
Financials
Revenue 4.0 5.3 7.1 9.3
Gross profit 2.8 3.1 4.6 6.5
Net profit to owners 1.4 1.3 2.7 3.3
Margins 
Gross profit 72% 59% 65% 70%
Net profit to owners 36% 25% 38% 35%

Yoy growth
Revenue 34% 33% 32%
Gross profit 10% 48% 41%
Net profit to owners -7% 105% 21%

Financial ratios
Net D/E -3.4% -5.5% -26.5% -17.2%
PE 41.3 44.3 21.6 17.9
P/B 13.3 10.2 6.9 2.3
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Vividthree Holdings Ltd.

Business segments

Post-Production Content 
Production

Visual effects, offline editing, 
online editing and grading

Revenue streams Cost structure

Post production income Sale of VR production set Manpower

Royalty of touring VR set Subcontractor cost

Territorial fees Royalties

Growth drivers Risk drivers Opportunities Threats

Content production - TTB 

VR tour
Inability to sell VR sets More IPs Competition

New IPs Inability to secure new IP

Various industries eg.

Education, military with a 

focus on the VR 

experience

Project cost overrun



Vividthree Holdings Ltd.

License model Sales model

Use virtual reality technologies to produce location-

based thematic tour shows with exhibitions

Business model for content production

Develop our own digital intellectual property assets 

(IP) or acquire them from third parties 

Securing local partners to host tour

Tour shows may run for periods ranging 

from three months to one year.

Sell these digital IP assets 

to third parties on an outright basis 

Revenue Cost Profit

Content Panda Share of gross sales* - Share of gross sales

Vividthree

1. Production set sales

2. Exclusive territorial 

right fee

3. Share of gross sales

Cost of building set

1. Production set income

2. Exclusive territorial right fee

3. Share of gross sales

Stakeholder Share of gross sales Cost of production set
Share of gross sales - Cost of 

production set

Promoter Share of gross sales
Cost of running set (eg.

rental, marketing)

Share of gross sales – cost of 

running set

*Gross sales of set may include ticketing, merchandising, sponsorship income etc
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Top Q&A by investors

Train to Busan VR thematic tour
Merits Risks

Established fan base for “Train to Busan”, Zombie theme &

rising popularity of VR - Increases the commercial and

consumer demand

Inability to find stakeholders / 

promoter for VR sets

Interactive and modular nature of set increases the range of

potential target customers from themeparks to shopping

centres seeking to drive foot traffic with theme-based

experiences

Inability to secure popular movie

franchise VR IP rights or develop

commercial VR digital IP

Asset light model with limited execution risk and variable

upside from royalties – fixed guaranteed production income

from build to order set + sales royalty from touring set

Poor visitor turnout  

Highly scalable- low capital outlay of S$2-3m to stakeholder

and short production lead time (3-6 months to build a new VR

set)

Competition

Recurring profits from royalty from the gross sales of VR set

(ticket, merchandising, sponsorship income etc.)

What is the potential of the VR tour (in the content production segment)? 

Vividthree’s TTB Locally listed peer
Using Virtual Reality as a medium to re-create

scenes from the movie for a simulative and

immersive experience

Type of 

exhibit

Replicas from the movie, interactive

videos and mini-games

Develop master VR software content but DO

NOT OWN tour sets

(Sells VR sets to stakeholders)

Capex to stakeholders: S$2-3m/VR set

CAPEX Build and own exhibit sets

(R&D and cost of building sets)

Capex for initial set: US$7-12m

Capex for subsequent set: US$5-10m

3-6 months to build a VR set Production 

lead time

6-12 months to produce an exhibit set

Guaranteed fixed production income (selling

VR sets to stakeholders)

Royalty from VR touring sets

Territorial right fees

Revenue For travelling sets: License fee from local 

partners; Royalties

For permanent sets: Ticketing, 

sponsorship, merchandise etc

Cost of building VR set

Royalties to film studio

Costs For travelling sets: Depreciation of set;

royalties to film studios, maintenance of

set

For permanent sets: Operating costs (eg.

Rental, utilities, manpower);

Depreciation of set; royalties to film

studios; maintenance of set; managing

of inventories

How is Vividthree different from its locally listed peer?
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This factsheet was created for the purpose of providing decisions. It was not created to solicit investors. The final decision and
responsibility for investments rests solely with the user of this factsheet and its content. Furthermore, opinions, forecasts and
other content found on this factsheet are based on assumptions and beliefs of Vividthree at the time of preparation. Please
also be aware that information on this factsheet may be changed, modified, added or removed at any time without prior
notice. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of information written on this factsheet, vividthree and the IR
representatives assume no responsibility, whatsoever, for any damages resulting from the use of this content such as, but not
limited to, that related to the use of erroneous information or the downloading of data.
IR contact: GEM COMM connect@gem-comm.com

• Transiting to the (more profitable and recurring) content production business model. Vividthree

intends to grow its profit contribution from content production to 90% in the next 2 years, as it

evolves from a traditional post production company to a content powerhouse.

• The best has yet to come: “Train to Busan” VR thematic tour show. Earlier in 2018, Vividthree

gained access to the intellectual property (IP) rights to develop a VR tour for the highly popular

Korean film, “Train to Busan (TTB)” in respect of all countries except for Korea- where Vividthree

will develop the master VR content (storyline and VR experience) for the immersive experience.

• Asset light model with limited execution risk and variable upside from royalties. Vividthree will

sell the VR tour sets (software and hardware) to stakeholders on a build to order basis, earning a

fixed production income (in contrast to its local listed peer who builds and own its exhibit sets).

Vividthree will continue to participate in the success of the immersive experience through royalties

via sales generated from the touring sets. Should promoters request for exclusive operation of the

TTB VR tour in a country/region, Vividthree may also earn additional territorial right fee.

• We expect earnings visibility and recurring income base of Vividthree to rise as it sells more TTB

VR tour sets.

• Interactive and modular nature increases potential target stakeholders for VR sets. As shopping

mall operators increasingly seek theme-based experience to drive traffic, we believe the TTB tour

will stand to benefit given its established fan base (for the movie and the zombie theme) and the

rising popularity of the VR experience. The TTB tour set is also highly modular where the size of the

set can be scaled accordingly- potentially attracting venue owners of different sizes including

theme parks and VR gaming providers like Zero Latency.

• Tapping on the parent’s extensive network for new business opportunities. Leveraging on the

extensive network of its parent company mm2 Asia, Vividthree has been able to gain new business

opportunities, particularly in North Asia where sales has increased to form 32% of FY19’s total

revenue (FY16: 0%) Of note, Vividthree gained access to the IP rights of the TTB VR tour through

the (cinema) network of mm2- who we believe may continue to pave the way for Vividthree to

secure more blockbuster IPs for immersive experiences via strategic access to global film studios or

other IP owners like Apollo (Space travel), walking with dinosaurs, and Disney etc.

• Post production to provide base profit for the group. While Vividthree build up its capabilities and

track record in content production, post production will continue to provide the base profit for the

group.

Key Investment merits


